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Before GEOS-Chem…the first global 3-D models of atmospheric chemistry

1980s – the pioneers: focus on transport, ozone
• NOAA GFDL: tracers and simple tropospheric chemistry on-line in GCM
• NASA GSFC: on-line stratospheric chemistry
• MPI (Moguntia, TM), NCAR (IMAGES): tropospheric chemistry with monthly winds
• Harvard: tropospheric tracers with off-line archive from GISS GCM

1990s – expansion to aerosols, assimilated data, chemistry-climate
• DOE: GRANTOUR, IMPACT off-line models
• Harvard: tropospheric ozone and sulfate, still driven by GISS GCM archive
• NASA DAO (former GMAO): off-line tracers, GOCART
• ECHAM: coupled aerosols-climate



What started GEOS-Chem in the late 1990s:

1. A conversation with Ricky Rood, then head of DAO
“why aren’t you using our GEOS archive of real winds rather than those GCM winds?”

2. The NASA Subsonic Assessment Program (SASS)
NASA vision: develop a modular assessment model (GMI) supported by modules 
from research models (Harvard, GSFC, UCI, AER…)

With funding from SASS, I hired postdoc Isabelle Bey and programmer Bob 
Yantosca to build Harvard-GEOS model:

DAO CTM
[Allen et al., 1996]

Harvard-GISS 
tropospheric 
chemistry
[Wang et al., 1998]

Harvard-GEOS model



How did it become GEOS-Chem?
• A conversation with Prasad Kasibhatla:
“How about making it a community model? But it needs a different name. GEOS-CHEM”? 

But how to make this a community model? We needed
1. A willing community 
2. A patron



Building the GEOS-Chem community

• Model community and credibility feed on themselves
• But how to build the community? 

o Make the model easy to use and develop
o Make the model nimble: low bar for innovation, frequent updates, empower 

community contributions, give credit
o Make the model credible: publications, benchmarking, traceability 
o Remove institutional ownership, retain central management and version control
o Commit to serve

• Grass-roots means empowering users
o No centralized institutional authority, leadership is strong but light, model 

belongs to users
o Users identify model development priorities through GC meetings
o Prioritization of model developments is transparent
o Developers get credit trough co-authorships and citations; there is no central 

authority to take over credit

Trust, respect, inclusiveness, user support are absolutely critical to success



NASA support was crucial

• We needed a patron and NASA was willing
o NASA relies on external community for much of its science
o Exploding need to interpret satellite data for atmospheric composition
o Benefit of having large community using GEOS data

• Critical role of strong personalities at NASA supporting GEOS-Chem
o GMAO: Steven Pawson (then chemistry lead), Andrea Molod
o ACMAP: program managers Phil DeCola, Richard Eckman
o JPL: Kevin Bowman, John Worden

• NASA never asked for GEOS-Chem to be a ‘NASA model’
o This enabled multi-agency, international buy-in



Rapid growth of GEOS-Chem community

IGC2
(2005)

IGC4
(2009)



Some familiar faces at IGC2 



Major development milestones

Tropospheric oxidant chemistry 
(Bey 2001)

Nested 
model

(Wang 2004)

Aerosols
(Park 2004)

Adjoint
(Henze 2007)

Mercury
(Selin 2007)

APM microphysics 
(Yu 2009)

TOMAS microphysics
(Trivitiyanurak2008)

HEMCO
(Keller2014)

Stratosphere
(Eastham2014)

Grid-independent GC
(Long2015)

GCHP
(Eastham2018)

GEOS-GC
(Hu2018)

WRF-GC
(Lin2020,

Feng2021)

GC on cloud
(Zhuang2019)

GISS-GC
(Murray2021)

Stretched grid
(Bindle2021)

CESM-GC
(Fritz2022)



Healthy tension between science and software engineering

GEOS-Chem needs to be both:
• A simple-to-use basic tool for advancing atmospheric chemistry knowledge;
• Capable of exploiting massively parallel systems, coupling with climate models

GEOS-Chem
1-D chemical 

module
dC/dt = P-L

• Emissions
• Chemistry
• Microphysics
• Deposition

GEOS-Chem Classic: 
• Open-MP single-core parallelization
• TPCORE lat-lon advection

GCHP: 
• MPI massive parallelization
• FV cubed-sphere advection

Meteorological models: 
• ESMF or other coupler
• On-line transport

All implementations use the same
cutting-edge, referenceable chemical module



But it still feels like surfing a wave

• GEOS-Chem cannot let up; our success is in remaining cutting-edge
• Not having a comfort zone makes us freer to innovate



A few things I have learned over the past 25 years
• A grass-roots model can be a recipe for success

- Enables open participation of a broad community
- Prioritize developments based on community needs, not external imperatives
- Prioritize service to folks who will actually contribute

• Getting scientists to use and contribute to GEOS-Chem is not difficult
- Scientists appreciate ease of use, inclusiveness, nimbleness, community
- Developers want to be relevant and are willing to invest time for that
- Trust is essential and is built at IGC meetings

• Credit for model developers is critical
- No centralized GEOS-Chem paper to cite; instead, long list of individual papers

• Relationship with NASA is crucial
- Without GMAO support we would be nothing
- NASA support can be extensively leveraged with other funding sources

• We cannot be everything to everyone
- Model developments need to be prioritized, with transparent process
- Steering Committee advises, model scientist ultimately calls the shot
- Low-end users cannot be supported

• Don’t micromanage the Support Team
- Define scientific/programmatic imperatives but let them define software 

engineering needs, ensure model integrity
- Keep the Support Team happy!



Looking forward to the next 25 years of GEOS-Chem!

Thank you Randall for taking over the leadership!


